
Heart Cushions - Instructions 

These heart shaped cushions are made for patients who have had treatment for breast cancer, 

who can be both women and men.  The pattern was first printed in British Patchwork and 

Quilting magazine and permission was given, by the designer, for the pattern to be used by 

anyone who wished to make cushions for friends, or the wider community.  Using the three 

pattern pieces A, B and C you can make a cushion which will give comfort to such patients 

by taking pressure of the scar tissue after surgery  It can also be placed between the chest and 

the seat belt when travelling in the car. 

The finished cushion consists of an inner cushion pad and an outer cover, which can be 

removed when washing is needed. 

Requirements, per cushion: 

Pattern pieces A1 and A2 are needed to form one single pattern piece A.  Cut out and 

carefully join the two pieces and tape together to form pattern piece A.  (You might find it 

makes the join more stable if you cut out a small extension above the line where the two 

pieces join together and then tape on both the back and front of the pattern pieces.) 

Pattern pieces B and C:  cut out along the marked outline. 

NB: Seam allowances are included in the pattern piece. (Cut your fabric to the size of the 

pattern pieces do not add a seam allowance.) 

Inner pad: - approximately 26 x 12 inches of calico, cotton lawn, or dress weight, plain 

cream, or white, cotton fabric. 

Outer cover: - approximately 39 x 12 inches of patterned, or plain, dress weight cotton fabric 

(or you can make blocks and use them to make a more complex design).  The more attractive 

the cushion the more it will be used. 

Inner pad: 

Using your calico, or equivalent, fabric and pattern piece “A” carefully place the pattern on 

your fabric so you can cut out two complete heart shapes. 

Stitch your two heart shaped pieces together using a stitching line HALF INCH in from the 

edge.  Do not stitch all the way round, leave a FOUR INCH gap so you can stuff the pad once 

it is turned so the seam is inside.  Carefully clip the curve at the top to ensure a smooth curve. 

If you wish you can trim the seam allowance to ¼ inch.  Press and stuff with soft polyester 

(or cotton) wadding or soft toy stuffing.  If possible this should be washable. 

Do not stuff too firmly.  Check, by placing the pad under your armpit, to ensure it feels 

comfortable for you and offers gentle support.  Everyone likes a different level of firmness so 

it is a personal choice how firm you make the pad.  Now, slip-stitch the gap to secure the 

stuffing inside the cushion pad. 

Outer cushion: 

Using your pattern piece “A” cut out one heart shaped piece of fabric.  This will be the front 

of your outer cover. 



Take pattern piece “B” and cut out one piece of fabric to make the top of the back of your 

cover. 

Take pattern piece “C” and cut out one piece of fabric to make the bottom of the back of your 

cover. 

Using the lines indicated fold over and stitch a hem for the top and bottom back pieces. 

If you wish to make a small pocket to put a little lavender bag inside the bottom back cover 

then use the pattern as shown on the lower back “C” pattern piece. 

Cut out one piece for the pocket (don’t forget to place it on a fold to give the correct size), 

turn a double hem, where indicated, then just fold a small ¼ inch border over once round the 

other three sides, and sew the pocket into place on the wrong side of the fabric of the lower 

back of the cover in the position indicated on the pattern piece.  You can also use this pattern 

piece to make a small sachet to fill with lavender to insert into the pocket which makes the 

cushion beautifully scented, just make your seam allowance more than ¼ inch so it fits into 

the pocket.  The sachet can easily be removed when the pad is washed or, if the recipient does 

not wish to have a scented cushion. 

Once you have your three pieces for the cover ready, place the right side of the top of the 

cover back in place, matching the position with the right side of the front then place the right 

side of the bottom cover back in place so it overlaps with the top of the cover back.  Pin 

carefully to hold in position and sew a QUARTER INCH inside from the edge all the way 

round the outside edge.  Carefully clip the curve to allow a smooth curve. 

You should now be able to turn the outer cushion cover so the top back overlaps the bottom 

back and you can insert your inner pad.  If you wish you can attach ribbons to the top and 

bottom back to fasten in place but this isn’t needed as the overlap should be adequate to 

prevent  the pad from coming out. 

If you want to make several cushions it is useful not to stuff them until they are due to be 

delivered as storage is much easier when they are flat! 

Have fun and enjoy making them. 
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